
TRANSITION WORDS FOR DIVISION ESSAY

List of Transitional Words for Writing Essays - Free download as Word Doc .doc Subdivisions of a major division should
always have the same relationship to.

Micro a. Punctuation Rules Explaining or Emphasizing in fact actually in other words namely more formal
Giving an Alternative or either. Examples Janet passed her exam, so she is very happy. As a result The
hurricane destroyed many homes and businesses. Likewise, the human body also requires energy--in the form
of food. Transitional words and phrases can be divided into categories according to the kind of relationship
you as a writer are trying to show. Provide a summary of every category. As a result, we could not go to the
concert. Transitions are supposed to guide readers through your writing, but overuse of transitional words and
phrases can have the opposite effect and can make your writing confusing. James is actually the first person I
have known who has been to Africa. Found on the main campus. Classification paper on sports. Writing will
also help you think and possibly job your memory. Coordinating Conjunctions and, but, or, yet, so : Put a
comma before these conjunctions. Computer Uses 18 1. Finally, I know that she has great potential.
Spreadsheet programs Incorrect coordination A. Underline Key Direction words such as analyze, explain,
describe, or compare. Give concrete examples in order to explain something. Positive features 2. This passage
could be stronger with fewer transitional words and phrases. All in all in general; overall My town has a
library, a swimming pool, and a few good places to eat. Another reason is that she often falls. To Illustrate or
Explain an Idea. However, Mike arrived too late. Dont Hesitate If you feel stuck on how to begin answering a
question, do not just sit and think. However, colleges need to do more to help students succeed. Consequently,
George sits in bed reading his book. Wordstar C.


